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Mobile Fence M300 + Corner Brackets

Specifications

Simple and very effective with reinforcement corners
The mobile fence that borders any site simply and effectively
The Heras M300 mobile fence with corner reinforcement is the functional and effective budget solution from Heras. Developed for setting up 
boundaries on a budget. Excellent temporary fencing with sufficient security for locations that pose less risk. The welded corner pieces provide an 
extra strong corner connection to extend the service life considerably. The deliberately wider mesh size makes it cheaper, but also easier to climb over. 
This temporary fencing combines functionality and ease of use. Assembly and disassembly can be achieved by one man without great effort. 
 
• Attractively priced
• Easy to handle
• Lightweight 
 
A durable mobile fence that is very easy to erect
The mesh of this pre-galvanised temporary fencing has no sharp zinc residues, making this temporary fencing safe for the hands. This temporary 
fencing can be erected easily be one man. We recommend using the Heras Fence Carrier when the fencing is being set up by 1 person. A custom sign 
visible on both sides of the fence line can be fitted. 
 
Mobile fence with a strong frame
In addition to this version, this temporary fencing type is also available with additional options. For example, the fence can be equipped with a 
horizontal centre tube. This variant is recommended if the fences must be transported horizontally and/or loading/unloading your truck must be done 
by hand. We always recommend using a Heras fence coupler to connect the fences. This temporary fencing is also available as standard with a hook 
or hook and eye connection for a quick fence line installation. Do you have any other wishes? Contact our employees; they will be happy to help you.

Dimensions Width (mm) 3500

Dimensions Height (mm) 2000

Mesh opening Height (mm) 250

Mesh opening Width (mm) 100

Package quantity 72

Weight (Kg) 13.36

Disclaimer. There are no rights to be derived from the technical specification. You should 
always consider up to 10% tolerance deviations. Heras herewith complies with NEN-EN 
10305-3 © Heras.


